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CHAPTER 6 

APPLICATIONS AND TEST CASES 

6.1 Introduction 

The real-time application of WSN in disaster management is explained in this chapter. It offers 

smart data transmission system to resolve various problems in the data communication system.  

Initially, it explains all possible uses of WSN for normal as well as urgent data transmission, later 

word smart navigation application for an emergency is explained with its detail implementation.  

6.2 Applications 

WSN Application [87] provides a very robust and flexible way of communication between 

sensors and road side infrastructure, which helps to come with various application and services 

for WSN users. This new way of communication between nodes allows imagining a lot of 

different applications focusing on the vehicle and the user. WSN applications are mainly divided 

like: 

1. Road safety applications 

2. Traffic management 

3. User-oriented services 

4. Convenience services 

6.2.1 Road Safety Applications 

In Road safety application [88] come with a task like monitoring traffic and road, communicate 

with other vehicles, gather or share information about road surface, curves etc. Road safety 

application can be categorized as: 

1. Real-time traffic monitoring 

2. Co-operative message exchange 

3. Broadcast messaging for events notification 

4. Road safety/status notifications 

5. Track driver offences 

6.2.2 Traffic Management 

Traffic management [89] comes with a task like checking traffic density, notify other vehicles 

with broadcasting event messages, pre-notify to avoid collision and re-route options 
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1. Priority-based messaging [90] [91]. 

2. Re-route option notifications 

3. Collision avoidance messages 

4. Lane guidance 

5. Emergency notifications 

6.2.3 User-Oriented Services 

User-oriented services [92] come up with services like Media entertainment, web access etc.  

1. Personalized vehicle settings 

2. Web access 

3. Usage of Map 

4. Real time audio/video streaming 

5. Advertisement 

6.2.4 Convenience Services 

Convenience services [93] improve traffic efficiency by providing useful services to drivers: 

1. Route diversions 

2. E-toll collections 

3. Notify about parking 

4. Prediction services 

6.3 Applying the proposed method for disaster management 

In this chapter, the proposed methodology is applied for Earthquake disaster management 

[94]. Earthquakes are the shaking turbulences of the earth’s outside, and they originate to be small 

shakes. Along with small quakes, the majority of earthquakes are initiated, yet it takes no time for 

broadcasting into malicious tremors. Using the less power quakes, the maximum magnitude of the 

earthquake is observed is entitled as aftershocks.  The rocks originate to crack at source points is 

called the focus. Then the point directly beyond the focus on the outside is termed as epicentre. 

Using the different scales such as moment magnitude, enhanced Mercalli, and Richter scales, the 

degree of magnitude and intensity are estimated for the earthquake. In the extensive region 

adjacent to the epicentre, the earthquake is maximum demand. 

Consider one example of this disaster management. In this example, one person (A) is 

situated at one particular place, which means the affected area. Also, the person (A) can direct and 

accept messages. In this mean time, the person (A) needs help or needs to rescue from that 
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situation. At the same time, the friend (B) of that person (A) wants to meet or planned for a 

movie. In this place, the police help is considered as urgent data and meeting of a friend is 

considered as normal data. So, this situation utilizes the proposed EPAT methodology for data 

transmission. Here, the communicating sensor nodes are tested. The testing is performed for 

sensor node communication using the proposed EPAT protocol.  

Initially, the SNs collect information and direct to the node of sink over a quantity of SNs. 

First, it starts to send information to other nodes based on the received information. If any kind of 

urgency is detected, it sends a broadcast message to all neighbouring nodes. In our example, the 

urgent data is considered as emergency rescue information. So, priority is given this data to send 

the information. Here, fuzzy optimization rule is utilized to find the correct path to send the 

information. CSP, EB and CS are the inputs for fuzzy system. For choosing one node as 

subsequent hop, CS and CSP are replicating the effectiveness of energy and EB defines the 

balance of energy for choice of routing.  The base of rule contains 27 (33) choices. It contains one 

output fuzzy variable, chance and defuzzifier value that finds the choices for one transmitting 

neighbour is chosen as next hop. Through this next hop node, it directs the information to the 

node of sink for further process. After the completion of urgent data transmission, it initiated the 

sending process of normal data transmission. In our example, the normal data is considered as 

friends meeting. After detecting the normal data, it checks the priority of all data packets. Also, 

estimate the count of packet per process. Then, apply TDMA scheduling method to schedule the 

normal data. This method correctly allocates the time to direct information packets to node of sink 

through normal SNs. This normal data transmission is initiated only after the completion of urgent 

data transmission.  

6.4 Conclusion 

This chapter provides various applications in WSN.  It explained how proposed research 

work helps to solve real time disaster management problem. Here, emergency message 

forwarding and smart navigation is explained considering the example of effective data 

transmission i.e.  Earthquake disaster. 

 

 

 

 


